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STYLE AND FUNCTIONALITY 
COMBINEDned  

Ridgeline of New Zealand has been providing the UK with its unique style of outdoor clothing since 
2007, which has been proven in the harsh and rugged environment of the New Zealand Mountains. 
Ridgelines ethos has always been simple and that is to provide outdoor clothing that is highly 
technical and great quality whilst at the same time being affordable. Ridgeline has always been at 
the front of fabric technology and this is vital when providing clothing that needs to keep you 
protected and safe in the harshest of environments. 

This year Ridgeline introduces a range of lightweight garments using the new 
RL #Hi-DRO STRETCH™ fabrics which combine movement and function whilst remaining 
waterproof and extremely versatile. We have combined this new fabric technology with 
Ridgeline’s unique long New Zealand styling to bring you the ultimate in wet weather 
protection and durability giving you the ability to Challenge the Extreme. 
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THE GREAT NEW ZEALAND ADVENTUREed  
Ridgeline’s win a trip to New Zealnd 2016

Ridgeline gave two lucky people the chance to visit New Zealand in the “Win a Trip to New Zealand” competition. This was 
won by Alex White and here is his story of the adventure he and his best friend were lucky enough to experience. 

Seven days is really not long enough to sample everything that New Zealand has to offer but we gave it our best shot
all thanks to Ridgeline & Highland Outdoors! We managed to pack a lot in (more than I could possibly put into this 
article) so here are my top three moments!
 
CAMPING ON THE BEACH
Touring New Zealand’s north island in a camper van gave us the opportunity to see more of the beautiful scenery 
than if we had stayed in a hotel. It also allowed us to stay at conservation campsites such as Sullivan’s Bay in 
Maharungi and Uretiti which focus on ensuring that this amazing natural environment is conserved for future 
generations to enjoy.

A two minute walk from the campsite was the vast Uretiti beaches, famous for their sand dunes and one of the 
top three beaches in New Zealand.

WHANGEREI FALLS
Walking through a kauri forest to the breathtaking Whangerei Falls was a memorable experience. The two 
viewing platforms above the 26 metre high waterfall give spectacular views of the falls and a birds eye 
view of the forest below. Traditionally, this area was an area of healing for the Maori, as the base of the 
falls were considered sacred and were used by local tribes to wash the wounded and dead. Today, the 
area is popular with the locals as a peaceful and picturesque spot for a picnic.

THE BLACK VOLCANIC SAND AT KAREKARE
 This amazing black sand beach was made famous by the 1993 Oscar winning film The Piano, and 
it certainly lives up to its cinematic beauty. It is no wonder that Karekare has attracted some of 
New Zealand’s finest painters: Albrecht, Binney, Blomfield, Buchanan and Siddell as well as writers 
like Curnow and Stead. The landscape is both magical and powerful and provides inspiration for 
many artists.
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FABRICS

NEW FABRICSd  

Here at Ridgeline we understand that outdoor clothing technology and fabrics are getting more advanced with every changing season, but 
we also understand that every season is changing with every year. This year we have introduced the new RL #Hi-DROSTRETCH™ fabrics 
which are a major advance in weight reduction without compromising on performance. The advantage of the RL #Hi-DROSTRETCH™ is 
the reduction in weight compared to other fabrics that are available with the same technical ability which allows movement without 
restriction. This means that we can produce high performance shell garments, which are perfectly suited for the environment; in which our 
customers require them to perform in.  RL #Hi-DROSTRETCH™ fabrics allow you to Challenge the Extreme with Comfort and Movement 
combined.

1 7 5

2 7 5

5K

STRETCH
Comfort & Movement Combined

#Hi-DRO 5K
™

STRETCH
Comfort & Movement Combined

#Hi-DRO 3K
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• Placing the garment in front of an open fire
• Placing the garment in front of an electric blow heater or radiator
• Airing Cupboard

• Do not wring
• Do not tumble dry
• Hang to dry

CARE ADVICE
ed  

 
CARING FOR WATERPROOF CLOTHING:

Dirt and grime will affect the performance of Ridgeline waterproof clothing so keeping the garments clean is vital for maintaining its 
effectiveness. All waterproof clothing contains a membrane, which makes the garment waterproof and breathable. This membrane can be 
damaged and will cease to function correctly if the garment is not cared for correctly and as per the care instructions, which is normally 
located in the collar of the garment.

AVOID USING THE FOLLOWING CLEANING PRODUCTS:

• Ordinary detergent
• Detergents containing fabric conditioner
• Fabric conditioner
• Bleach

EXAMPLES OF DIRECT HEAT ARE:
 
• Laying garments on radiators
• Drying the garment in a tumble dryer
• Drying the garment on hot water pipes

 We recommend that you allow these garments to air dry.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS:

• Hand wash water 30°C 
• Do not iron 
• Do not bleach
• Do not dry clean
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MONSOON ELITE 
II SMOCK 

The new Ridgeline Monsoon Elite II uses a major advance in Ridgeline fabric 
technology. Made with the new RL #Hi-DROSTRETCH 5K™ 3 layer 
laminated shell, which is light, waterproof (10,000 H20) and breathable 
(5,000 MVT) the new Ridgeline Monsoon Elite II is probably the most 
versatile and comfortable smock on the market. A major advantage 
of this new fabric is that it does not absorb or retain water reducing 
weight and discomfort, and this allows the garment to dry quickly and 
keep you comfortable for longer. All in all the new Monsoon Elite II 
Smock with features such as wired and removable hood, neoprene 
inner cuffs, waterproof zips, binocular pocket, waist clinch and 
classic  New Zealand style makes it the best in its class.      

Teak:  XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCAME2T-
£239.99SRP

STRETCH
Comfort & Movement Combined

#Hi-DRO 5K
™
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MONSOON CLASSIC 
SMOCK 

The Monsoon Classic has been developed with function and hardwearing 
protection in mind. The classic New Zealand style with its functional and 
distinctive look gives you maximum protection with its highly waterproof 
(10,000 H20) and breathable (5,000 MVT) 3 layer laminated shell together 
with features such as two waterproof zipped pockets, functional hood with 
3 points of adjustment, waist clinch and velcro cuffs makes this a functional 
and affordable smock.

Teak / Olive:         XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCAMC-
£159.99SRP
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PINTAIL EXPLORER SMOCK

Interaction with our customers is very important to us here at Ridgeline, it 
enables us to improve and develop existing styles to suit the customer’s 
requirements. The new Ridgeline Pintail Euro II smock is testament to this and 
we have added features that we were told are important, a new pack away hood 
with wire, articulated elbows which are double lined, colour contrasted for style 
and belt clip to enable convenient carriage. With a waterproof rating of 10,000 
H20 and breathability of 5,000 MVT the remainder remains the same, why 
change a good thing.

Teak / Olive:         XS - 5XL

Product Code: RRLCAPE-
£134.99SRP
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TURBULENCE 
SMOCK 

What do you pack into your rucksack that is up to the job of keeping you 
protected when you need it most? It has to be light, windproof, have the ability 
to repel water until you get into shelter but also keep you warm. It must also 
be able to dry quickly but give a degree of warmth if the worst comes to the 
worst. 

The Ridgeline Turbulence Top fits this bill, an adaption of fabrics and style 
ticks this box with more to boot. Getting caught out is never a good 
position to be in, but keep this versatile smock in your rucksack and that 
proposition becomes less of a worry.

Olive:  S - 5XL

Product Code: RLCATO-
£109.99SRP
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THE FAITHFUL
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TYPHOON JACKET 

The long style jacket is what Ridgeline is well known for so when we combined 
our style with today’s modern fabric technology we came up with a lightweight 
(859 grams) and practical jacket called the Typhoon Jacket. 

It has all the features of a heavier and more cumbersome jackets, waterproof 
(10,000 H20) and breathable (3,000 MVT), wired and adjustable hood, hand 
warmer pockets, cargo pockets, elasticated and velcro cuffs but is easier to 
carry and every bit as heavy in its performance.

Olive:  XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCWJTO-
£149.99SRP

STRETCH
Comfort & Movement Combined

#Hi-DRO 3K
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TORRENT EURO II JACKET 

The Torrent Euro II has been developed as a true field jacket for 
hunters and fieldsports men and women that want a no fuss 
jacket that performs. Made from Ridgelines famous 
QUIET-TEX PRO™ waterproof, breathable and quiet fabric, the 
Torrent Euro II has been developed to ensure that you get the best 
value for money without compromising on quality. With features 
that far outweigh the price and now available in the renowned 
Teak colour, the Torrent Euro II is a definite favourite in the 
Ridgeline range of clothing.

Teak / Olive:         S - 5XL

Product Code: RLCFT2EJ-
£114.99SRP
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SEASONS JACKET

The Ridgeline Seasons Jacket is probably the lightest and most versatile
jacket on the market and weighing in at only 529 grams, this featherweight 
jacket packs a heavy punch. It is 100% waterproof, seam sealed and breathable. 
Made with our new RL Hi-DROSTRETCH 3K™ fabric the Seasons Jacket was 
developed, as the name suggests to be worn all year round and not just in the 
field. A great looking jacket that is versatile and extremely comfortable to wear 
wherever you are.

Grey
Navy
Blue
Olive

XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCWJS-
£109.99SRP

Teak
Heather Brown
Gun Smoke

STRETCH
Comfort & Movement Combined

#Hi-DRO 3K
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PRO-HUNT JACKET
If you are looking for hard wearing and functional Jacket then the 
Pro-Hunt Jacket is right on the mark. The long New Zealand style adds
Ridgelines unique ruggedness to the jacket and the bonded fleece outer 
makes it silent and deadly. Water-resistant, windproof, hard wearing 
and tough makes this an ideal garment for those that demand a lot from 
their clothing.

Digital Camo:  XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCWJPHDX-
£109.99SRP
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PRO-HUNT PANTS
The Ridgeline Pro-Hunter pants have been developed for the hunter that requires more than just an average pair of pants. They need to be hard 
wearing and tough, silent and comfortable and most of all functional. With all the right features in all the right places and at a price that will please 
everyone, the Pro-Hunter pants will suit you in the pocket as well as in the field.

Digital Camo:  XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCWPPHDX-
£99.99SRP

PINTAIL EXPLORER PANTS
Another great product that we have given a facelift to is the Pintail Pants. Again we have added some features that will improve an already great pair of 
pants.  Articulated and double lined knees, re-enforced butt and shaped thigh pockets with waterproof zips. But we kept the great adjustable leg and 
the overall fit so you can be confident you are getting improved features based on research, not based on cost.

Teak / Olive:         XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCPPET-
£134.99SRP

STALKER PANTS
We have taken the classic Kiwi fleece pants to a different level. We started with hardwearing bonded fleece and added a Cordura back for a tough 
reinforced seat you’ll appreciate when glassing on rock and shingle. The straight leg has a functional knee cut for walking and climbing comfort and belt 
loops for your favourite belt - no more wet-fleece drag and sag. Other features include side air vents, two front zip-pockets, an elastic waistband and a 
zip-fly for convenience and security.

Olive:           XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCTSO-
£49.99SRP
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IGLOO TOP
As its name suggests the Igloo top has been developed to keep you warm and 
comfortable whilst in the field. Made from SOUTHERN STAR 300™ fleece with 
a Windproof and Weatherproof membrane, the Igloo top is ideal when a jacket 
is just too much. A long front zip allows for ventilation and two chest pockets 
allow you to carry all the essentials you need.

Olive:           XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCJIO-
£59.99SRP
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GLACIER TOP
Being comfortable in the field is essential when you are spending long periods 
of time in the elements. The Glacier Top is made with Ridgeline 
SOUTHERN STAR 340™ fleece, which will ensure that you are warm and cozy 
in all conditions.

It has two zipped chest pockets to keep essentials secure and a long front zip to
vent out when the going gets tough. The Glacier top is an ideal mid layer for the 
functional minded hunter.

Olive:           XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCJSSO-
£49.99SRP
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KEELBACK TOP
Take hunting style to another level, the Ridgeline Keelback (Blue) adds modern 
styling to a functional but great looking fleece. Blue zips and accompaniments 
make this hooded top a great piece of gear to wear down town or in the field.  
Distinctive and “stand out from the crowd”, the Keelback Top gives you another 
choice of clothing other than the boring old olive to choose from.

Olive / Blue:           XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCJKBO-
£74.99SRP
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NO BOUNDARIES FLEECE 
Staying warm whilst remaining comfortable is exactly what the No Boundaries 
Fleece has been developed for. Made with Southern Star fleece it is the ideal
mid layer which can be worn anywhere, and has all the features needed to help
you keep your items safe. Two zipped pocked, a zipped arm pocket and high 
collar make this fleece practical whilst stylish at the same time.

Olive:           XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCJNBO-
£44.99SRP
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SCURRY REVERSIBLE VEST
Do you want to look smart, but also need functionality and performance. 

This extremely versatile vest gives you the best of both worlds.  One side is 
smart quilted fabric (Olive) that allows you to look good on the peg shooting or 
picking up, the other is made from our famous QUIETEX™ fabric (Teak) which 
will keep you warm and dry. All in the most functional vest you will own.

Olive / Teak:           XS - 3XL

Product Code: RLCVSROT-
£89.99SRP
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BUILT TOUGH HOODIE
The hoodie is here to stay and probably the most comfortable
piece of clothing that we all own. Ridgeline loves hoodies so
here is ours which tells everyone that we are hunters and proud of it.
Made with super warm fleece and two hand warmer pockets in the front,
 this hoodie is the ideal piece of clothing for heading out into the field or 
down town.

Olive:           XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCHDBTO-
£59.99SRP
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FAITHFUL HOODIE
When you get the call from the local keeper to help go sort out a problem the 
Faithful Hoodie will be the garment to grab.

Practical and warm you wont need to worry about being cold or uncomfortable. 
With a lined hood and pockets for your essentials, the Ridgeline Faithful 
Hoodie will be as ready for the call as you are.

Olive / Teak:           XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCHDFFO-
£29.99SRP
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1 7 5

ESSENTIAL LONG SLEEVED 
FLEECE TEE
Sometimes less is more and the simplest of things make a big difference and the 
Ridgeline Essential Long Sleeved Fleece Tee is just one of these garments. 

Wear this as a base layer, a mid layer or even by itself as the weather gets 
warmer it will be on your back more than the farmer that wants those pesky
 rabbits clearing from the hedgerows. With thumb cuffs to stop the arms riding 
up and keep your hands warm, and a round neck so that it can be worn 
with almost anything makes this tee essential to the Ridgeline range.

Olive:            XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCLSEO-
£19.99SRP
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LADIES HINTERLAND FLEECE
Mid layer fleeces are essential for keeping warm and comfortable but they must look good also. The Hinterland Fleece with its classic ladies cut is both 
practical and good-looking. Made with Southern Star Fleece™ and trimmed with the all-new Ridgeline pullers in pink, this fleece will suit the town and 
field alike without looking out of place. Two zipped pockets will ensure your items are safe and a high collar to keep you snug.

Olive:  8 - 20

Product Code: RLLJHTO-
£44.99SRP

LADIES ALPINE FLEECE
Being comfortable in the field is important but so is looking good. This New lightweight fleece has been developed and cut for the ladies so they can 
look as good as Ridgeline performs. Made with Ridgelines famous SOUTHERN STAR 200™ fleece it will keep you warm and comfortable without being 
to bulky. Simple styling with classic ladies cut, the Alpine fleece is not only great value for money but will look good whatever you are doing.

Olive:  8 - 20

Product Code: RLLALSO-
£34.99SRP

LADIES SILENCE HOODIE
Here is a Hoodie just for the Girls, the silence hoodie has been developed and cut with the country girl in mind. Pink Buffalo Camo inner hood, tasteful 
printed logo and warm pile fleece make this a comfortable go anywhere hoodie. The sand colour makes it a point of difference from traditional olive 
and elasticated cuffs and hem will keep you warm and comfortable.

Sand:  8 - 20

Product Code: RLLHSS-
£54.99SRP
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KIDS SPIKER JACKET
There is one thing about taking kids hunting: they will want to look as good as you - and why not? Going out with experienced hunter is a highlight in 
any kids life and our kids clothing range has been a runaway success. Our spiker Jacket is waterproof, breathable and features a fixed hood and roomy 
bellowed pockets that will make a hunter out of your young friend before he even starts. Get the kids to try one on, check out the looks on their faces 
and be thankful for our amazing giveaway price.

Olive:    8 - 14

Product Code: RLCKKSPIKO-
£44.99SRP

KIDS SPIKER PANTS
At last! Now you can head out hunting fully dressed in waterproof ridgeline gear. Match the pants with the Kids Spiker Jacket and you’ll be ready to 
track those dogs till the end. A great set of pants for hanging down at the farm as well.

Olive:    8 - 14

Product Code: RLCKTSPIKO-
£39.99SRP

KIDS DEER HOODIE
Wanna be the envy of all your school mates?The cool Buffalo camo deer silhouette on the snug cotton fleece Deer Hoodie will make you the talk of the 
town. A generous hood and joeystyle front pockets add to the practicality of this great little garment. A must-have.

Olive:    8 - 14

Product Code: RLCKDEER-
£29.99SRP
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WARRIOR BOOTS
The Ridgeline Warrior EXP Boot is the next step in Extreme Wet Weather protection. Made with full grain wax leather with a Hydro guard membrane 
and Thinsulate liner, this boot is weather proof and bomb proof which will keep your feet warm and dry in the most horrendous conditions. Extra grip 
on those slippery surfaces is given by the Hyper Grip rubber composite sole. Especially developed for Ridgeline this sole will offer the wearer secure 
and positive foot placement on surfaces that would normally be inaccessible.

Brown:    6 - 13

Product Code: RLBWARRIORE-
£189.99SRP

CAMLITE BOOTS
Stealth is the all-important advantage when hunting in the open, so why give this advantage away. The Ridgeline Camlight hunting boot has an athletic 
sole, which enables the wearer to approach with silence and precision. Because the boot is light and responsive it allows you to feel the pressure, which 
is applied to the ground thus limiting noise and undue sudden movement through bad foot placement. The boot is waterproof and warm, which will 
allow you to hunt in all weather conditions with confidence.

Buffalo Camo:    6 - 14

Product Code: RLBCAMLX-
£129.99SRP

CAMLITE MID BOOTS
The Ridgeline Camlite Mid boot offers all the protection of the full-length version but allows more positive foot placement, nothing worse than tripping 
up when in the final phase of the stalk. Made with Ridgelines very own distinct Buffalo Camo to ensure that your prey doesn’t see you coming and with 
the Hypergrip sole they certainly wont hear you. 

Buffalo Camo:    6 - 13

Product Code: RLLHSS-
£99.99SRP
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COFFIN GEAR 
BAG
Manufactured in Tricot fabric with 
multiple handles and side pocket zipper. 
This bag also features a sling handle and 
has a 90 litre capacity for all your gear.

Buffalo Camo:

Product Code: RLAPHGBX
£34.99SRP

GUNSLINGA
This do-anything, go-anywhere backpack 
is a must for avid hunters. Manufactured 
using our unique Quiet-Tex™ outer fabric 
over a tough PVC liner to withstand the 
rigours of the hunt, it features waist and 
chest belts, 35L capacity, side-pockets 
and gun holder (bladder not included).

Buffalo Camo:

Product Code: RLAPHBPMX
£54.99SRP

5 POCKET
UTILITY BELT
This five-pocket utility belt has five zipped 
pockets and holds almost as much as a 
day-pack, but is easier to organise and 
access. Crafted of durable, bonded fleece, 
it is silent and reliable.

Olive / Buffalo Camo:

Product Code: RLAPBB5-
£24.99SRP

DRAG BAG
Can be used as a rifle carry bag, a sniper 
style drag bag or a tough shooting mat. 
Made of heavy duty canvas / denier and 
fitted with high density padding for 
protection of your valued firearm. 
Supplied with loads of webbing loops for 
the addition of all your accessories and 
also has a removable ammo pouch with 
loops for 10 rounds of 308. Detachable 
Heavy duty adjustable sling with padded 
shoulder pad included. 

Olive:

Product Code: RLADRAGO
£99.99SRP
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COBRA SLING
This extremely comfortable, wide 
neoprene firearm sling is ideal to spread 
the weight across your shoulders perfect 
for the heaviest or lightest of cannons.

Buffalo Camo:

Product Code: RLASSBR-
£27.99SRP

Black:

Product Code: RLASSBR-
£25.99SRP

SNIPER BAG
The Sniper bag has been developed to 
ensure that your equipment is 
protected at all times. With more than 
enough storage to carry your accessories 
and essentials, you can go on the range 
or out in the field with everything you 
need to ensure you have a successful day.

Olive:                 49 / 54

Product Code: RLGBRSNP-
£149.99SRP
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BUSH HAT

Wide brim gives extra protection from the 
sun, ventilation eyelets, draw-cord & toggle, 
press stud to fold the brim up to the sides. 

Buffalo Camo:

Product Code: RLAHBX
£18.99SRP

MITRE CAP

Our sturdy Camo cap with a stylish swish of 
teak on the front.

Buffalo Camo:

Product Code: RLACMTX
£12.99SRP

VEILED HAT

With four round air vents, a drawstring for windy 
conditions and accessory loops around the side, our 
stylish Brimmed Veiled Hat will keep you warm on a 
cold day and cool on a hot day.

Buffalo Camo:

Product Code: RLACVX
£24.99SRP

FLEECE LINED BEANIES

This super warm fleece lined beanie has been 
developed to keep you warm, safe and looking good.

Olive / Teak:

Product Code: RLABALO-
£13.99SRP

SLASH CAP
Our sturdy Camo cap with a stylish swish of 
black on the peak.

Buffalo Camo:

Product Code: RLACS
£9.99SRP

FLEECE BEANIES
Double-layer beanie made of lightweight anti-pill SOUTHERN STAR 200™ 
micro-fleece to keep your head warm without weighing you down.

Olive/Blaze / Buffalo Camo / Black:

Product Code: RLABF-
£7.99SRP
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REVERSIBLE BEANIE

The Ridgeline Beanie can be worn as either a 
Black or Olive outer to suit whatever activity 
you need, 2 Beanies rolled into one. 

Olive / Black:

Product Code: RLABAROB
£14.99SRP

NEKETAI

Grab one of these beauties for just about any occasion. They’re great 
for sun protection out on the boat, awesome for increasing camo 
coverage, or blocking the flies in the bush. They can tie back your hair, 
keep your neck warm, be a fashion accessory around your wrist… the 
list is endless! These are great additions for everyone.

Olive / Black:

Product Code: RLANKT-
£13.99SRP
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SIZE GUIDE

MENS

Jackets XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Chest size (CM) 85-90 90-95 95-100 100-110 110-117 117-125 125-132 132-138 138-145

Chest size (Inches) 33-35 35 - 37 37-39 39-43 43-46 46-49 49-52 52-54 54-57

Pants XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Waist Size (CM) 80-85 85-90 90-95 95-100 100-105 105-110 110-115 115-125 125-130

Waist Size (Inches) 31-33 33-35 35-37 37-39 39-41 41-43 43-45 45-49 49-51

LADIES

Fleeces XS (8) S (10) M (12) L (14) XL (16) 2XL (18)    

Size (CM) 91 96 101 106 111 116    

Size (Inches) 36 38 40 42 44 46    

CHILDREN

Childrens 8 10 12 14      

Chest (CM) 68 73 78 82      

Chest (Inches) 27 29 31 33      

Waist (CM) 60 63 66 69      

Waist (Inches) 24 25 26 27     
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FAITHFUL 8
Jim Riley - Profesional Deer Manager

Deer manager around Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Norfolk. He also provides 
client stalking for Roe, Muntjac, Red, Fallow and CWD. Both accompanied and 
highseat. 

Conor Mcflyyn - World Field Target Champion 

A well established field target champion, Conor has been using 
Ridgeline for many years through his successful career.

Mary Neil - Gun Dog Breeder

Mary specialises in breeding Golden Retrievers and has 
successfully competed at shows including Crufts. She also 
attends many local shoots where she picks up and has been 
a fan of Ridgeline Clothing Ambassador from the outset

Paul Anderson - Leisure Time Naturalist

Paul is a leisure time naturalist, adventurer and walker 
who enjoys the outdoors through the practical 
application of Bushcraft & Woodland Living skills 
that compliment modern day camping equipment 
and methods. 
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Andy Cullen MBE - Professional Gun Dog Trainer

Andy Cullen of Laochin Gun Dogs, based in the picturesque 
countryside of Northumberland, has many years experience of 
teaching and working his own gun dogs. In 2011 Andy was voted Gun 
Dog Trainer of the Year and awarded the Keith Erlandson 
Memorial Trophy.

Brian Trubshaw - Outdoorsman and Adventurer

A keen and enthusiastic outdoors adventurer who thrives on self 
reliance and the opportunity to explore the unknown.

Simon Whitehead -  Ferreting Demonstrator

A rabbit controller by trade, his demonstrations at events over the 
Summer months are ranked amongst the finest on the show circuit. 
He writes for The Shooting Times, shoots and edits his own films, as 
well as acting as a consultant for media and production companies 
across the UK on rabbit and ferret related matters.

Andrew Astill - Countryman & Keen Outdoorsman

A life long countrymen and keen outdoorsman, equally at home, on 
the hill or on the river bank. He is never far away from his next 
adventure. As an experienced rifle man Andrew manages his deer 
herds, is a regular stalker in the Highlands as well as a keen vermin 
shooter. He has also been known to ring steel at long range. 
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www.ridgelineclothing.co.uk

www.highlandoutdoors.co.uk
Ridgeline of New Zealand is distributed in the 

UK and Europe through Highland Outdoors


